
Born in Italy, but Professionally grown in international 
Backstage, HPSIBIZA is the acronym of HI and HIGH 
PRO SPEAKERS.

The DNA can only be that of great events. Exclusive 
distributor in Spain since autumn 2020, HPSIBIZA is 
being part of the Italian and revolutionary “Pequod 
Acoustics” company that, after a few years of refinement 
and experimentation, has a worldwide distribution in 
Europe, Asia and America.

HPSIBIZA is focused on prioritizing its customers’ 
need, along with the activity of distribution, planning, 
installation, sale and assistance along with the Touring/
Rental sector with multiple set-up of audio professional 
systems in the pursuit of the highest quality possible.

Our main goal is to offer our customers an outstanding 
sound experience, from large-scale events to concerts, 
parties in discos, small intimate venues or private villas.

This is what we call simply a “Hearing Ecstasy”.

The core business of HPSIBIZA is to offer the best, 
with a wide range of on-site and remote professional 
sound services, from planning to technical advice, 
that are built specifically to guarantee the highest 
acoustic quality possible. Our units were created by 
our engineers to ensure pure and essential sound 
perfection.

If your intention is to make your clients, your 
supporters or simply your best friends feel so special, 
then HPSIBIZA is your ideal partner to turn your desire 
into reality.

HPS IBIZA makes available to all its customers the possibility of carrying out any 
acoustic study or sound installation project. 

Our engineers, together with our specialized technicians, use certified 
equipment and sound level meters. We can develop acoustic studies to obtain 

musical permission in different Spanish regions and carry out sound installation 
projects for all types of venues and commercial activities.

Consult us to tailor your project and we will be happy to put the work of our 
professionals at your disposal.

STUDIES AND PROJECTS
Acoustic Studies
Sound Installation Project
Sonometries
Sound Proofing
Architectural acoustic

SERVICES
Show Equipments
Audio Pro System

Professional Lights
DJ Booths

Technical Assistance
Sound Engeneers



The ultimate goal of our company is to empower at any point technical skills and efficiency in order 
to achieve the highest creative process required by our customers.

The mechanical characteristics of Gel-coat, a material used to build our systems, has given the 
opportunity to obtain the best acoustic parameters.

In fact, this is a material by means of which the mechanical vibrations of the elements guarantee 
the ability to reach levels without distortions, ensuring clean and precise sound, and unbeatable 

listening dynamics.

Therefore, our Pequod Acoustics engineers have decided to use this material, to eliminate any 
types of acoustic resonance and significant sound absorption within the spherical horns, unlike 

those professional manufacturers using composite bodies and wooden speaker systems.

Another important element is characterized by the armature and support system which  
emphasize the unique nature of the speaker bodies. The Pequod Speakers, in fact, are not varnished 
but their coloured composite shells are made from the same materials used to construct racing 

sailboats, making them incredibly strong and, if damaged, easily repaired.

These are our products in details, designed for a wide range of applications.

highest acoustic quality possible, combining new technology with overlooked acoustic theory. 
Enlisting the collaboration of experts in speaker components, composite constructions and 
acoustics, we created products that have exceeded our highest expectations. Now, after years of 

refinement and experimentation, we have a wide range of speakers.

FULL-HORN TOTAL SYSTEMS

COMPACT SYSTEMS AND MONITORS

SUBS AND SUPER SUBS

POLYPHEMUS SHOCKWAVE

KONA STORM EF5 TWISTER OSTRO

BOREA OVOID SUB CERBERUS HYDRA

ZEPHYRUS



HPS IBIZA is the best solution for the rental of Pro Audio System, DJ equipment and show 
equipment for Events, Clubs, Hotels or simply for your private residence. A serious and efficient 

service managed by a large staff of professionals in the sector at your disposal 24 hours a day.

Below you will find different set-ups of our professional audio systems, choose the best solution 
for your needs!

FESTIVAL STYLE LARGE CLUB, FULL POWER

EXCLUSIVE ENERGY CLUB SMALL COOL CLUB

INTIMATE CLUB

THE ARTIST’S CHOISEMINI SOUND CLUB

POWERFUL LUXURY SUITE PRIVATE LUXURY SPACE



C/DEL PASSERELL 24
 IBIZA - ISLAS BALEARES

+34 641 390972
office@hpsibiza.com
 www.hpsibiza.com

follow us

If you are interested to buy or rent our 
products,

discuss an idea for an installation or  a  
new project, do not

hesitate to contact us!

http://�www.hpsibiza.com
https://www.facebook.com/HpsIbiza
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCss7Wlj-_i9x7vIZKBmqJXA
https://www.instagram.com/hpsibiza

